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Introduction
As Nick van Terheyden*, M.D., would say, “trying to
automate the clinical documentation workflow with
the wrong kind of system would be like trying to build
a six lane highway using backyard-digging and earthmoving equipment from the Home Hardware store”.
But this is exactly what an incomplete Request for
Proposal for Speech Recognition could lead to. Only
a well documented RFP that reflects the operational,
technology and legal issues at stake will provide the
framework for the expected productivity and workflow
improvements - your own organization’s Holy Grail.
This document covers the most critical elements to
consider before you delve into the writing process.

introduction

*Chief Medical Officer, Philips Speech Recognition Systems
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I.

Thou shalt not frustrate users
This may seem obvious, but the definition of userfriendliness varies greatly from one vendor to
another. Users who are required to train the system
for hours before seeing the first acceptable results
are most likely to show early symptoms of RTC,
also known as Resistance to Change. And who
could blame them?

rfp questions

This is why usability is the very first point of many
to be considered when investigating speech
recognition technology. With a professional speech
recognition system truly deserving of its name, the
initial training typically takes just a few minutes and
is often not necessary for native speakers. For nonnative speakers or speakers with a strong accent,
this initial training might take up to ten minutes.

Navigation is the other key aspect. While some
physicians are used to the mouse, others might
prefer voice commands to control the entire
dictation-correction process.

> Related blog posts:
• “The Initial Training Myth”
• “More dictation Tips”
• “Macros, training and implementation”

• What is the estimated initial training time? Describe the recommended process.
• Can the system interpret speech at normal conversational speed or does the user need to
slow down the dictation pace?
• What is the out-of-the-box recognition rate?
• Does each user have a unique profile?
• How is the system affected by normal variations in a user’s voice quality (i.e.: illness)?
• What portion of the normal workflow requires interaction with a keyboard and/or mouse?
• Are voice commands available for:
- navigating the application?
- editing content?
- controlling the workflow?
• Can a single user sign on to the application from multiple workstations?
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II.

Thou shalt emulate the capabilities
of a good medical transcriptionist
Good medical transcriptionists know the medical
jargon. So should the speech recognition system,
thanks to built-in dictionaries, related to the
physician’s specialty. These vocabularies will
maximize the recognition of complex, specialtyrelated terminology and help identify what doesn’t
belong to a sentence. For example, “PET” (photon
emission tomography) will more likely belong to
a radiologist’s report than “pet” as in the puppy
you feed everyday. This awareness is also about
knowing the probability of a particular word, given
the words used before: the probability of “PET”
being followed by “scan” is much higher than it
being followed by “food”.
Good medical transcriptionists know how to format
and organize text, add section headings, numbering
lists and standard blocks of text. Such skills shall
also be expected from your speech recognition

system, which should also be able to place text
in the appropriate template in a fully automated
fashion.
Good medical transcriptionists learn from their
mistakes. This is why the system should also
support a shared lexicon, whereby every new
word is immediately picked up by the system and
seamlessly made available to all physicians for
ever increasing recognition accuracy.

> Related blog post:
• “What is a Speech Recognition Context?”
• “Bilingual speech recognition doesn’t let physicians get
lost in translation”

• Which professional dictionaries does the system support?

rfp questions

• Is vocabulary management (edits and/or updates) available to:
- Update all language models?
- Update a single language model?
- Update a single user?
- Update a group of users?
• Does the application continue to learn as it is being used, and if so, is there a time limit to the
learning curve?
• Are one user’s corrections automatically made available to other users?
• Can templates be automated as per each of the following criteria:
- Report type
- Physician/Author
- Department
- Facility
• How are templates added to the system?
• Can templates be user-specific?
• Are specific sets of templates available (i.e., Pathology specific protocols as defined by CAP)?
• Is the spell checker based on an industry standard dictionary (i.e.: Stedman)?
• Can languages other than English be used?
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III.

Thou shalt deliver under rigorous conditions
Workflow flexibility is the Holy Grail of speech
recognition technology. While some vendors have
found it, others are still looking.
The system’s ability to support complex
documentation workflows involving multiple users,
departments and sites is just as important as the
quality of the speech recognition engine itself. This
starts with the system’s ability to support multiple
input methods: while PC dictation might be ideal
for Radiologists, ER physicians can’t be tied down
to a desk and require PDA-based dictation. The
system should also be just as efficient in the middle
of an overcrowded ER as it would be in the quiet
Radiology reading room.

rfp questions

Some vendors won’t hesitate to push front-end
speech recognition as the one and only magic
potion that will make the documentation mountain

vanish. While this may be true for weekend shifts,
highly confidential documents or departments like
Radiology and Pathology where medical reports
are typically short (i.e.: “normal findings”), other
physicians might see their main activities affected
by the time required for the editing process. This
is why the system should leave all options open
by supporting both the front-end and back-end
workflow, ideally within the same license.

> Related blog posts:
• “Front-end or Back-end Speech Recognition?”
• “Speech Recognition: Impact on the Medical Transcription Profession”
• “Speech Recognition: The End of Medical “Transcription?

• Can you support the following digital input methods:
- Desktop dictation
- Mobile dictation (handheld recorder, Pocket PC)
- Telephone
• If yes, can we choose our own hardware brand(s)?
• Is the recognition rate higher with some devices than others?
• Do you offer front-end (real-time) and back-end (batch/discrete) speech recognition? Are
they offered as part of the same license?
• Can workflow (back-end vs. front-end) and routing be customized as per any of the
following criteria:
- Author
- Work type
- Transcriptionist
- Department
- Facility
• What management reports are available?
• Can a dictation document be sent to transcription for updates/edits multiple times with
multiple dictating users (describe this process and its limitations)?
• Does the application include automated coding options (i.e.: CPT4, ICD9, BIRAD)?
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IV.

Thou shalt grow with my needs

rfp questions

Workflows are not set in stone. As your
organization grows and its internal processes
evolve, system rules will need to be adapted.
Your speech recognition solution must therefore
support modular deployment, allowing you for
changes and adaptations along the way. Let’s
say you need to add 100 authors within a week’s
timeframe - can this be applied easily? Or if you
suddenly have to route all dictations to a remote
site, will you need to put your IT guys on the
case to try and program the required changes in
the initial code?

The best way to avoid triggering an organizational
earthquake when it comes to adding new features
or supporting new processes is to opt for a robust
enterprise solution, fully scaled to support virtually
unlimited dictation volumes and routing groups.
Vendors’ generous statements in the matter shall
therefore be handled with care and be backed-up by
large-scale customer references involving multiple
departments and locations.

> Related blog post:
• “The Nordic Example”

• Explain proposed system architecture for a multi-facility, multi-department site.
• How many routing groups does the system support?
• How is the solution being used in dictation-intensive environments today?
• Does the solution allow for easy offline storage (i.e.: archiving older files)?
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V.

Thou shalt facilitate integration with existing
systems
Because integration ranks high on healthcare
facilities’ IT priority list*, it is wiser to stay away
from vendors who think HL7 is the name of a
1990’s boy band. A standalone electronic speech
recognition system, isolated from the rest of your
IT infrastructure, cannot deliver the expected
gains in productivity and efficiency; hence the
need for vendors to be crystal clear on how their
solution will fit within your overall IT puzzle.

rfp questions

RIS, EMR, Scheduling, you name it. Regardless
of which and how many systems you have in
place, your speech recognition solution should
offer seamless integration with this existing
infrastructure. In Radiology, this could mean a
single interface with single sign-on for image

review and dictation. In the Medical Records
Department, this could involve an HL7 ADT
interface that automatically determines whether to
update an existing record or create a new record
based on visit details or billing requirements.
At the end of the day, systems integration is your
vendor’s problem - not yours.

> Related blog posts:
• “HIMSS 2007 Leadership Survey Results”
• “Experts Discuss Speech Recognition & EMR Synergy”
• “An Example of Integrated PACS / Speech Recognition”
• “Speech Recognition Prototype for EMR Interoperability”

• Does the system allow for data exchange using the HL7 protocol with our (X, Y, Z) systems?
• If yes, describe the inbound and outbound functionality and required data elements.
• If your system uses a desktop configuration, can other applications run on these desktops
concurrently with your applications (explain any restrictions)?
• Can final reports be stored outside the speech recognition server?
• PACS: can the system be interfaced in a way that allows single physician sign-on?
• Can your system operate independently in the event of a departmental or network system
outage?
• If yes, explain how it will be re-synchronized with departmental systems following an outage.

* HIMSS 2007 survey: http://speechrecognition.wordpress.com/?s=himss+2007
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VI.

Thy cost model shall be transparent
As attractive as web-hosted solutions (“ASP”)
may sound, with their pay-as-you-go approach,
they can become a hidden Gotcha!, especially
for the fastest growing organizations; as dictation
volumes grow, costs can quickly surpass the
investment required for a licensed solution.

rfp questions

On the other side of the dollar spectrum, licensed
solutions involve a one time fee for software,
followed by standard annual maintenance; an
investment more suited to the larger players, for
whom a known, upfront dollar figure is preferable
to smoky upgrade costs. Also, from an integration
standpoint, customization and interfacing with

existing systems is easier when dealing with a
licensed solution. But then again, the licensed
model is not without its own surprises as some
vendors won’t hesitate to charge significant fees
when it comes to extending the current platform.
With a solid understanding of your requirements
and realistic adoption forecasts upon which to
base cost estimates, you will be able to determine
whether a hosted or licensed solution is right for
your organization.

• How does the solution scale to support growing dictation volumes?
• What are Year1 and Year2 total cost estimates for low, mid and high forecasted dictation
volumes?
• What customizations to the commercially available solution are required based on the
requirements outlined in this RFP and what is the cost of these customizations?
• Do you offer a concurrent licensing model (shared license for part-time users)?
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VII.

Thou shalt be compliant
HIPAA/PIPEDA compliance is another flatout requirement that all vendors don’t address
equally. First of all, how does the vendor ensure
that remote dictation is as secure as dictating onsite? Will any sensitive data reside on the local
PC at one point during the process or is patient
data stored and managed centrally to prevent
privacy breaches? You also need to understand
whether and how the system provides integrated
authentication mechanisms while supporting

other security technologies (i.e.: Virtual Private
Networks (VPN), Remote Access Service (RAS)
and Windows® NT authentication).

> Related blog posts:
• “Risking a SpeechMagic-Dragon Comparison?”

rfp questions

• What method do you use to transfer files: FTP, file copy, streaming?
• What security options are available for controlling user access to your system and
applications?
• What methods do you use to ensure that documents are protected when opened, imported,
or exported?
• What happens if a PC or dictation device gets stolen? How do you ensure that confidential
data never resides locally?
• If a report is accidentally sent to the wrong recipient, will they be able to read it?
• If telephone report review is available, describe the process and what security measures are
applied to restrict access.
• Does the system offer audit reports. How detailed are they?
• Can backup be done automatically without:
- downtime?
- the intervention of IS personnel to initiate and monitor the process?
• Is remote user access supported in a secure fashion and easily deployed (i.e.: Citrix).
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VIII.

Thou shalt practice what thou preaches

key questions

Marketing may be the mother of all sins, although
vendor experience is definitely that of wisdom. What
you need at this final stage, beyond brochures and
fact sheets, is two or three “happy fews” to talk to.
These real-life customers are the only ones who
will be able to either back-up or invalidate the
sales speech while answering the following key
questions.

Through the course of this final reference check,
you also want to make sure that you are talking
about full-scale, live installations, not just pilots or
proof-of-concepts.

• How long did it “really” take to go live? Was the process smooth?
• Is the solution interfaced to third-party systems (PACS, RIS, EMR, etc.)? How?
• How responsive is the vendor to technical issues?
• How responsive is the vendor to adding new features as per users’ feedback?
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IX.

Thou shalt pave the way for sustainability
Because an IT project is as much about the
technology as the people who make it happen,
this commandment focuses on the implementation
phase. A well-thought implementation plan,
prepared with the vendor in a true “partnership”
mode, is critical to put everyone at ease and gain
early user acceptance.

Resistance from transcriptionists who think their
job might be at risk can be curved by sharing your
overall vision for growth, in which there may be an
opportunity to create more reports with the same
number of resources.

rfp questions

With several systems having gone live over the past
few years, we are starting to see best-practices
emerge from various user experiences. While it is
clear that physicians are the real advocates during
the implementation phase, appointing a “champion”
early in the process often proves a savvy move.

> Related blog posts:
• “More Implementation Tips”
• “Tips for a Successful Implementation”
• “Speech Recognition: The End of Medical Transcription?

• Provide a detailed project plan for successful implementation, including:
- project scope
- milestones
- consultant resources, responsibilities, and man hours
- internal resources, responsibilities, and man hours.
• Explain the implementation support provided as part of the proposal, including:
- installation
- training
- rollout
- any other support services proposed.
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X.

Thou shalt not let me down

rfp questions

While the question of the vendor’s financial
stability is often overlooked - much to the peril
of client organizations - it is all the more critical
in fast-paced technology environments where
new opportunities emerge like mushrooms in
a rain forest. This stability indicator will help
you evaluate the chances of your system being
supported five, ten years from now.

Last but not least, you should pay particular
attention to the vendor’s responsiveness to
technical issues as well as to new feature
additions based on users’ feedback. This can
easily be measured from existing customers’
testimonials and will definitely gauge their ability
to turn into a real partner, not just a technology
provider.

• Explain how your company’s business focus is in line with your product offering
• Please describe your corporate structure (privately held, etc.)?
• Are we speaking to the headquarters or to a subsidiary?
• Has your company ever been acquired over the past ten years? How many times?
• Has your company ever been bankrupt?
• Provide references from financial institutions
• What is your post-implementation support policy?
• Are system upgrades included in the basic service contract?
• How are calls handled (i.e.: ability to perform remote diagnostics)?
• What is the support escalation process?
• Are calls handled immediately by qualified individuals or are they routed to remote call centers?
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Feel free to contact me for more information!
Claire Betis, Marketing Manager
Crescendo Systems Corporation
1600 Montgolfier, Laval, Quebec
Canada H7T 0A2
Tel: 1-800-724-2930 (ext. 119)
info@crescendo.com
© 2008 Crescendo Systems Corporation. All product names, brand names, company names, trademarks
and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders. Specifications are subject to change
without notice.
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